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Hand: HL SKUs are only supported on a unique 4- or 8-socket platform. Please consult your hardware provider for a list of system availability supporting your specific SKU configuration.

H SKUs are configured to support 1.12 Tb of system memory, per processor.

HL SKUs are configured to support up to 4.5 TB of system memory, per processor.

Hand: HL SKUs are validated for up to 256 GB capacity DRAM memory modules, as of March 2021.

Hand: HL SKUs support Intel Optane persistent memory 200 series in a 4-socket platform only.

H SKUs are validated for up to 256 GB capacity DRAM memory modules, per processor.

HL SKUs are validated for up to 3.8 TB of Intel Optane persistent memory 200 series, per processor.

H360CH, H628H, H629H, H630CH processors include Intel Speed Select technology (Intel SST) supporting Intel SST Core Power (SST-CP) and Intel SST Turbo Frequency (SST-TF) capabilities.

Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Please visit intel.com/xeon or contact your Intel representative to obtain the latest product specifications.

Intel processor numbers are not a measure of performance. Processor numbers differentiate features within each processor family, across different processor families. At your discretion.
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